INTRODUCTION
In June and July of 1984, the U.S.G.S. conducted a seismic refraction experiment In south-central Alaska In order to develop velocity-depth models along transects (1) In the Chugach Mountains, (2) on the Glenn Highway west of Glenallen, and (3) along the Richardson Highway from Valdez to the Denali Fault. The experiment was part of ongoing Investigations designed to characterize deep crustal structure along a transect extending from Valdez in the south to Prudhoe Bay in the north.
The 1984 experiment was broken into four deployments, orpines, each roughly 140 km long. The locations of the four lines with respect to regional geologic features are shown in Figure 1 , annotated locations of shotpolnts and receivers are displayed in Plate 1. The two east-west deployments run roughly parallel to the major geologic structures of south-central Alaska. The northernmost of these two profiles begins at Shot Point 7 (see Plate 1) just northeast of Glennallen and extends approximately 160 km to the west along the Glenn Highway. The southern east-west profile extends 136 km along the trend of the Chugach Mts. from a point 13 km west of Valdez to Lake Bremner in the east. The two north-south lines run end to end along the Richardson Highway from Valdez in the south to the Denali Fault in the north. Each of the two east-west lines is contained within one tectonostratlgraphlc terrane, (Jones and others, 1981) , whereas the north-south lines cross terrane boundaries (Fig. 1 ). This report Includes data from the two east-west deployments; data from the north-south deployments will be published in later Open-File reports.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SURVEY
For each deployment, 120 portable seismic recorders were placed at pre-surveyed locations along the line. Recorder locations were plotted in the field on topographic maps, orthophotos, and/or color infrared photos, all at a scale of 1:63360. Locations were determined by topography, landforms, man-made features, and road mileage and are accurate to 25 meters. For convenience in the field, the 120 recorders were divided into 6 teams. Usually, one technician was responsible for the data collection and data processing for his/her team of 20 recorders. Station and shotpoint locations for the entire experiment are shown on Plate 1; shotpoints that were fired for the Chugach or West Glenn lines are represented by solid stars and are labeled with the deployment name.
All shots fired on the West Glenn line were drill-hole shots. Shot holes were drilled 9 in. (23 cm) in diameter and 160 ft. (50 m) deep and were loaded with 2000-3000 Ibs. (900-1360 kg) of ammonium nitrate explosives. For offset shots requiring larger charges, two holes were drilled and the total poundage of explosives was split between the two holes. This was the case for shotpoint 16, the 4000 Ib. (1815 kg) offset shot on the West Glenn line.
The five shots fired on the Chugach line were all lake shots. For each shot, the explosives were roped together in bundles of 600 Ibs. (272 kg) and lowered to the bottom of the lake by helicopter. Each bundle of explosives included a booster and a primer cord. The primer cords were tied together and were ignited by an electric blasting cap at shot time. The land shots were detonated in a similar fashion with 4 boosters and 2 primer cords for each 2000 Ib. (900 kg) hole. A complete list of shot times, locations and sizes is given in Table 1 . The Chugach deployment Includes shots numbered 9-13 and the West Glenn deployment includes shots 23-29. 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 25, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 14, 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 1984 SHOT POINT LATITUDE  8  11  1  7  9  12  19  10  17  18  19  20  21  1  3  5  7  2  4  6  19  8  13  22  14  7  16  15  13   61  61  63  62  61  61  61  61  61  61  61  60  60  63  62  62  62  63  62  62  61  61  61  61  62  62  62 Two shots were fired at Shotpoint 13 because the first shot, shot 23, did not detonate completely. By coincidence, a 2.5 MD (duration magnitude) earthquake with an epicenter near Columbia Bay occurred at approximately the same time as shot 23. Our seismometers recorded the earthquake energy, as there was almost no detectable energy from our shot. The earthquake is listed as shot 24 on the shot list but seismic data from the earthquake source are not presented in this report. Shot 29, the shot refired at shotpoint 13, was also weak.
SEISMIC RECORDERS AND SHOOTING SYSTEMS
The seismic recorders used in the 1984 Alaska refraction experiment are described in a paper by Healy and others (1982) . Each recorder consists of a 2 Hz vertical-component geophone, a set of three parallel amplifiers, a cassette recorder, and a clock with a memory board, all of which are shown schematically in Figure 2 . Signals received by the geophone pass through a signal splitter and the amplifiers and are recorded as multiplexed FM signals on analog cassette tape along with an internally-generated time code, a radio-received time code and a fixed reference frequency. The recording system is designed for maximum displacement response in the frequency range of 4-40 Hz, with peak response at approximately 25 Hz. Figure 3 shows the displacement-response curve for a recording system with a 2 Hz seismometer.
Prior to the time of the shots, field technicians enter up to 10 recording times into the clock memory and set the gain settings for the three amplifiers. The battery-operated recorders turn on automatically at the pre-set times. Before each deployment, the field technicians synchronize each recorder clock with a master reference clock. After the deployment, the recorder clock is compared with the master clock and the drift is recorded so that shot-time clock corrections may be interpolated. The master clock is synchronized with a Rubidium Standard reference clock at Western Regional Headquarters in Menlo Park, California which drifts approximately 1 millisecond per week.
Each shooting system consists of a master reference clock, a chart recorder, a blasting unit, and a WWVB receiver. Prior to each shot, the shooting system is wired to an electric blasting cap which is wired to the explosives. The clock automatically triggers detonation by sending an electrical impulse to the blasting cap at the pre-set shot time. The chart recorder is turned on manually at shot time. It records a WWVB signal, an internally generated time code, and the cap break. Shot times (Table 1) are determined from the paper copy of the time code, assuming that the electrical impulse to the cap is simultaneous with detonation.
DATA REDUCTION
During the experiment, field technicians record station locations and elevations, amplifier gain settings, clock drifts, and notes about instrument performance. These data are entered into a microcomputer and stored on"floppy disks. Station and shotpoint locations are listed by location number in Appendix A. Data pertaining to the seismic recorders are listed by team and shot in Appendix B.
The analog seismic data are converted to digital data on a microcomputer system. Twenty seconds of seismic data are digitized per shot for each Plates 2-12 are record sections of shots 9-13 (Chugach deployment) and shots 25-29 (West Glenn deployment). Each record section shows seismic data for one shot from all properly functioning seismometers on the line. Data traces are plotted as a function of distance (x-axis) and time (y-axis). The time plotted for each trace is reduced by a velocity of 6 km/s according to the formula
where Tr « Reduced time, Ta " actual time, and d « distance from shot to recorder. A negative distance indicates that a station is west of the shotpoint.
For each shot, a normalized and a true amplitude record section are presented. Traces on the normalized record section are scaled such that the maximum amplitude for each trace is 0.25 inch. Each trace amplitude on the true amplitude record sections is proportional to actual velocity of ground motion as detected by the seismometer.
Trace amplitudes, A(t), for the true amplitude plots are computed from observed amplitudes, ^(t), by the formula:
A(t) -A0 ( t )fafdfs where fa> fd> an<i fg are multiplicative factors for instrument amplifier gain, distance from the shotpoint and shot efficiency, respectively. The distance and amplifier gain multiplicative factors are determined from seismic recorder data by the formulas fa -10 (AS/20) and ^d " (shot-recorder distance)2.
Where "AS" is the attenuation setting in decibels (db). Both db settings and shot-recorder distances are listed in the team data tables, Appendix B. The shot efficiency factor, f s> is an arbitrary scalar multiplier chosen to display the data such that the seismic impulses are clearly visible with as few tracers as possible overlapping one another. The shot efficiency factor is inversely proportional to the shot strength.
For the most useful comparison among true amplitude record sections of shots from the same deployment, we used the same base shot efficiency factor for all shots in the same deployment whenever possible. We compensated for differences in shot size using the following relationships, taken from O'Brien (1967):
shot strength * (size lbs.)2/3 and shot strength -(size lbs.)l/3 for lake shots for land shots Shot 29 was so weak that when true amplitude record sections were plotted with an adjusted shot efficiency factor as described above, there was no visible seismic energy. Therefore, we used a larger shot efficiency factor for shot 29, so that the seismic signals could be seen on the record section. In contrast, the energy from Shot 13 carried well, so that many data traces overlapped and interfered with neighboring traces on the true amplitude record section plotted with the adjusted base efficiency factor. For completeness, we have included two true amplitude record sections of shot 13, one plotted with the same base efficiency factor as for the other Chugach line shots, and a second plotted with a smaller shot efficiency factor so that individual data traces are easily discernable. Shot efficiency factors for all shots are listed in Table 2 .
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